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New or updated
philosophies

Ball-Spotting:
 If a punt is downed on the ground inside Team B’s five yardline, the ball

should be left and not moved to the next yardline.

Plays At The Sideline:
 Substitution mechanics will be used in a situation in which a play ends

with Team A player(s) going out of bounds into their own team area.
Use of social media
prohibited

Use of social media to convey information or discuss any aspect of games,
coaches, teams, or players is strictly prohibited.

All officials responsible
for legality of game balls

All officials are responsible for administering and enforcing legality of football
throughout the game.

Pre-snap responsibilities
amended and clarified

Referee: Always work on the right-hand side of the quarterback, at least as
wide as the tight end and 12 to 14 yards deep. Get into a position where you
may comfortably see the ball and backs within the tackle box and the tackle on
the opposite side.

Umpire: The starting position is on the side opposite the tight end, generally
eight to 10 yards but not more than eight yards, off the ball.

Field Judge and Side Judge: The Side Judge is primarily responsible for the
game clock.

New signals, signaling
procedures

Substitution Procedures:
The Umpire shall check with the Referee prior to leaving the ball after
placement. Should he notice the Referee with extended hands or the stop
signal at any point, he should remain in the vicinity of the ball or return to the
vicinity of the ball until the Referee clears him…

Running play coverage
amended

Head Linesman and Line Judge: Observe the initial action on or by the
offensive player who is your key, especially if he’s pressed. Observe the
blocking in front of the runner behind the line of scrimmage on runs to your
side or in the neutral zone.

Side Judge and Field Judge: If the play is to your side of the field and the Head
Linesman or Line Judge marks the out-of-bounds spot, clean up action around
the play and out of bounds. You have goal line responsibility and spots inside
the two yardline.

Back Judge: After the snap, observe action on or by eligible receivers on which
you are keying. Move laterally and backward to observe actions of players
ahead of the runner as the ball moves toward a sideline and assist the Umpire
with second level blocking.

Goal line positioning and
coverage amended

Referee: Starting position and coverage is the same as for any scrimmage play.
Signal a score only if necessary, such as a delay in the on field ruling after a
conference by officials.
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Umpire: Staring position needn’t be as deep as scrimmage plays but don’t block
goal line for wing officials. When the ball is snapped on or inside Team B’s
seven yardline and no alternate official is available, you are primarily
responsible for the line of scrimmage in determining if the passer was beyond
the line of scrimmage and if the pass is beyond the line of scrimmage.

Side Judge and Field Judge: When the ball is snapped from inside Team B's 25
yardline to Team B's seven yardline, starting position is on the goal line at the
pylon and you are responsible for the goal line. In order to rule on a score, you
must be on the goal line extended. When the ball is snapped from Team B’s
seven yardline in, starting position is on the endline where it intersects with the
sideline, one step off the sideline at a 45-degree angle from the endline corner
pylon.

Reverse goal line
positioning and coverage
amended

If the snap is between the three and 10 yardline. the Line Judge holds the line
of scrimmage and the Head Linesman reads the play and reacts to the goal line
if necessary.

Pass play positioning and
coverage amended

Umpire: When the ball is snapped on or inside either team’s seven yardline,
you are primarily responsible to rule if a pass crossed the line or if the passer
was beyond the line.

Head Linesman: If your receiver is not threatened, assist with the tackle on
your side or other receivers in the 0- to 10-yard belt if they are threatened.
Provide information to the Referee on eligible receivers in the area of the pass
and whether the pass reached the line of scrimmage.

Line Judge: When you read a forward pass, your primary responsibility is your
receiver or other receivers in the 0- to 10-yard belt if they are threatened.

Coverage Notes: When a pass is thrown, all covering officials in the area must
focus on the spot of the catch. That is especially important for the Umpire, who
must immediately turn in the direction of the pass if the play dictates. If there is
a question on the catch, the officials away from the play may be able to help
rule on the play.

Determining keys
expanded

Three-receiver sets
A numbering system is used to help identify initial keys. The widest receiver is
number 1, next widest is number 2, etc. At the snap, if there is a number 3
receiver outside the normal tackle box, he is the Back Judge's key, the Head
Linesman or Line Judge has number 2 and the Side Judge or Field Judge has
number 1.

Red Zone
Inside team B’s 20 yardline and in third and fourth and short, be especially

alert for your keys running pick plays. Because, the field is short, Team B will be
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more likely to be in press or man coverage. That means there will be less
switching of keys for the officials.

Punt positioning and
coverage amended

Positioning
Referee: Take a position slightly behind and to the side of the kicker, outside
the tight end position and on the right side.

Coverage
Referee: Observe action on the kicker and be aware of the flight of the ball off
his foot. Secondarily responsible for observing blocking by the shield.

Umpire: Observe the blocks of Team A and action by Team B players. Pay
particular attention to the Team B player over the snapper. Turn and move
toward the return area when the first wave of Team A linemen has reached
you.

Head Linesman: After the snap, hold your position until the ball crosses the
neutral zone and signal if the kick is tipped. Move deliberately downfield after
the kick crosses the line, covering play, or ahead of the runner if the Side Judge
has the runner. Therefore, you must maintain an appropriate cushion ahead of
the runner. You have goal line responsibility on long returns.

Line Judge: When the kick crosses the line, move deliberately downfield,
covering play, or ahead of the runner if the Field Judge has the runner. You
have goal line responsibility on long returns. Therefore, you must maintain an
appropriate cushion ahead of the runner.

Scoring kick positioning
and coverage amended

Positioning and Zones
Referee: After a touchdown, the Referee will hold his ready for play signal for
the try. Until he is ready to make the ball ready for play, the Referee will
position himself between the snapper and holder and will remain in this
position. When the Referee sees the crew in place, he will move back into
position, signal to clear the Umpire and then whistle the ball in play. If a team
has no kicker and holder on the try, we will use our normal scrimmage
mechanics and the Umpire will stay in position to prevent the snap until being
cleared by the Referee.

Umpire and Side Judge: On all kick try and field goal attempts, the Umpire
spots the ball. The Umpire coordinates with the Referee when to release the
center to snap the ball. The Umpire will move back five to seven yards off the
ball opposite the Side Judge while keeping the center in his view. After the
snap, he is primarily responsible for action by and against the center and action
by and against the two guards. The Side Judge should be positioned five to
seven yards on the defensive side of the ball on the side of the defensive
formation that has more players. He observes on and against the tackle and
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tight end on his side of the field. Both officials should be alert for leverage,
leaping, and the pull and shoot. The Umpire is primary to observe defensive
action on the snapper.

Head Linesman and Line Judge: Take regular positions. Observe action by and
against the tight end and wingback on your side.

Swinging Gate Formation
When Team A uses a swinging gate formation with a kicker and holder in
position, take initial positions as a normal scoring kick with the Side Judge
adjusting to a wider position in front of the gate on their side and the Umpire
over the snapper. If the original swinging gate shifts to a traditional scoring kick
formation, move to your normal scoring kick position.

On a scoring kick down when Team A is spread with no holder and kicker in
position, assume regular scrimmage down positions. If Team A subsequently
shifts to a traditional scoring kick formation with a kicker and holder in position,
the Umpire and Side Judge will shift to their normal positions for a scoring kick.

Timeout procedures
amended

To indicate which team took the timeout, the Referee should "chuck" his hands
in the direction of the team. Optionally, the Referee may point to that team.

Referee: Stand away from other officials and players. On the Back Judge’s
signal, which comes with 30 seconds remaining in the time out, point to the
appropriate sideline officials so they may tell the teams the time out is over. If a
team has used its last time out of the half, inform the head coach.

Side Judge and Field Judge: If a team huddles near the sideline, all players and
coaches must remain outside the numbers and in front of the team area.

Play clock mechanics
expanded and clarified

If the 40-second clock has run down to less than 25 seconds, the Referee
should have the clock reset to 25 seconds by alternately raising and lowering
his arm in a pumping motion with his palm flat and facing up.

If the play clock has run down to less than 25 seconds and the ball is not ready
for play, the Referee should alternately raising and lowering his arm in a
pumping motion with his palm flat and facing up to have the play clock
operator reset the play clock to 25 seconds. If there is a delay in getting the
play clock operator to reset the play clock or there is an unusual situation, the
Referee shall declare a time out and announce that the play clock should be
reset to 25 seconds. The Referee shall then signal the ball ready for play.

At the end of a period, the play clock should not be started if there is less time
on the running game clock than the proper time on the play clock.

If there is a malfunction … with the Back Judge manually time the count on his
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watch. The Back Judge should raise one arm straight overhead when the play
clock reaches 10 and the arm moved continuously downward. The arm is
straight out with five seconds left. When his arm reaches his thigh, the play
clock has expired.

Measurement mechanics
expanded

The back Judge holds the ball in place from the downfield side shading away
from the pressbox. Holding the ball in that way will preclude the ball from being
accidently displaced and will allow room for the Umpire to place the chain on
the pressbox side of the ball.

Penalty enforcement
procedure amended

Head Linesman and Line Judge: The official in charge of the chains shall mark
off the yardage from his sideline position at approximately the same time as
the Umpire who will look to him to make sure they have marked the penalty
correctly. The official opposite the chains will hold the spot from which the
penalty is enforce until the Umpire and the official in charge of the chains have
completed their duties. The opposite official will then mark off the penalty
yardage and confirm that the Umpire and the official in charge of the chains
have enforced the penalty correctly.

NOTE 2: The personal foul signal and announcement are to be used before the
signal for any personal foul that has its own signal.

Back Judge carries two
bean bags

Uniform Accessories
At least one bean bag to mark non-penalty spots, except the Back Judge who
has two.

Head Linesman brings
two clips

Uniform Accessories
Unless provided by the home team, the Head Linesman should have two
devices that are clipped to the chain as an aid for measurements, etc.

Effect of new
unsportsmanlike conduct
rule

All officials should be alert for players using forcible contact to push or pull a
player off the pile.
Automatic Unsportsmanlike Actions

 Using forcible contact to push or pull an opponent off the pile.
Effect of new play clock
rule

When there is an official’s timeout for an injured player or a helmet off… With
less than one minute remaining in either half, the play clock is set at 40 seconds
for any Team B player and 25 for any Team A player.

Postgame duties and
review revisions

Postgame Reports
In your postgame review, complete any required game reports and forward
them immediately.

Media requests For postgame media access to officials, refer to conference, bowl game or post
season policies. Any comments or explanations on rules or interpretations shall
be governed by conference, bowl game or post season policies.


